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Abstract

High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) is a widely used technique both for detecting and purifying substances in academy and in the
industry. In order to facilitate the use of, and knowledge in HPLC, characterization of stationary phases is of utmost importance. Tailor made characterization methods and workflows are steadily increasing the speed and accuracy in which new separation systems and methods are developed. In the field
fundamental separation science and of preparative chromatography there is
always the need for faster and more accurate methods of adsorption isotherm
determination. Some of that demand are met with the steadily increase of
computational power, but the practical aspects on models and methods must
also be further developed. These nonlinear characterization methods will not
only give models capable of describing the adsorption isotherm but also
actual values of local adsorption energies and monolayer saturation capacity
of an individual interaction sites etc.
The studies presented in this thesis use modern alkali stable stationary phases as a model phase, which will give an insight in hybrid materials and their
separation mechanism. This thesis will include an update and expansion in
using the Elution by Characteristic Points (ECP) method for determination
of adsorption isotherms. The precision is even further increased due to the
ability to use slope data as well as an increase in usability by assigning a set
of guidance rules to be applied when determine adsorption isotherms having
inflection points. This thesis will further provide the reader with information
about stationary phase characterization and the power of using existing techniques; combine them with each other, and also what the expansion of methods can revile in terms of precision and increased usability. A more holistic
view of what benefits that comes with combining a non-linear characterization of a stationary phase with more common linear characterization methods are presented.
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Abbreviations

AED
BTEAC
C
C18
ECP
FA
K
HPLC
HSM
k
ln K
ME
MeOH
ODS
pH

pH

pKa , and pKa
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q
qs
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Adsorption Energy Distribution
BenzylTriethylAmmonium Chloride
Mobile phase concentration in column
Alkyl chain of 18 carbon atoms
Elution by Characteristic Points
Frontal Analysis
Association equilibrium constant
High Performance Liquid Chromatography
Hydrophobic Subtraction Model
Retention factor
Natural logarithm of the equilibrium constant
Metoprolol
Methanol
OctaDecylSilyl, see C18
The pH electrode where calibrated in aqueous solution, while actual measurements
was made in solutions containing organic
modifier
Both measurement and calibration of the
pH electrode is done in aqueous solution
lacking organic modifier
See pH, and pH respectively
3-phenyl-1-propanol
Stationary phase concentration
Saturation capacity of the stationary phase
Reversed Phase Liquid Chromatography

1. Introduction

Chromatography is basically a method to separate different molecules
in a sample from each other. The two most known physical different
techniques are Liquid Chromatography (LC) and gas chromatography.
In this thesis LC are used all for experiments and will now be explained a little more in detail: A solution, called mobile phase, is
pumped through a column which is a cylinder packed with material
that molecules in the solution interact with, in most cases by adsorption. Different molecules adsorb more or less onto the packed material, called stationary phase, and thus will exit the column (elute), at
different times. In chromatography this principle has been refined to
many special techniques to separate different molecules and compounds.
In this work the well-known HPLC (High Performance Liquid Chromatography) is used. This is based on a system where the mobile
phase, are pumped with high pressure (up to 400 bar) through a column packed with a porous media. The media is small (in this thesis
limited to 5 µm) porous silica spheres which have a large surface area,
making it ideal to tailor made the surface to interact with the solutes
even if the strength of the interaction is fairly weak. In HPLC there are
a number of possible main interaction types available. The technique
used depends on the solute and for what purpose the separation has to
be performed. Normal Phase Liquid Chromatography (NPLC), which
is a common separation method in HPLC. The NPLC stationary phases are polar and often made of pure silica and the mobile phase are
dominated by a nonpolar organic solvent such as e.g. heptane and
hexane. Here the separation process is mainly governed by the polarity of the solute in respective to the polarity of the stationary phase and
mobile phase. To separate polar substances that are not so soluble in
the mobile phases used in NPLC a growing in popularity, Hydrophilic
Interaction LIquid Chromatography (HILIC) method can be used.
Here a highly polar stationary phase and a low percentage aqueous
buffer mixed with a polar organic solvent is used in the separation
system. This setup can also be described as the “opposite” method of
7

separation compared to Reversed Phase Liquid Chromatography
(RPLC), which is the main technique in today’s use of HPLC. RPLC
has a stationary phase built up by a silica matrix shaped as a porous
sphere with a vast number of pores giving a substantial surface to volume ratio able to govern the separation even thru small forces of interaction. The surface of the silica is modified with a covalent attachment
of alkyl chains having different length (often OctaDecylSilyl (ODS))
in order to give surface the hydrophobic property. The surface are then
capable of interacting with solutes via solvophobic effects [1] due to
the presence of organic modifier in the mobile phase.
There is always an ongoing work of achieving better separations. Current focus of the R&D conducted in the field of RPLC-stationary
phases is primary on two fields. Creating pH stable silica-polymer
hybrid materials[2] for a broader pH range of the mobile phase and
further develop previous invented semi porous materials with nonpermeable inner core, in order to reduce intra particle diffusion that’s
increases the band broadening[3]. Another trend is to increase plate
count and efficiency by reducing silica particle size which in turn will
increase back pressure and demand more powerful pump systems. The
mobile phase in RPLC is a mixture of an aqueous buffer to control the
pH which influences the charge of many solutes in the separation system and organic modifiers are used to control the strength of the interaction between the solute and the stationary phase in order to reduce
the retention time. Through this thesis, only the RPLC technique will
be considered.
The aim with this work is to improve characterization methods for
stationary phases in HPLC and primary in the field of nonlinear characterization. This will include the investigating some existing methods
that potentially can be further developed, increasing their accuracy
and broaden the use of them. Also included in the aim is to investigate
if a holistic view including both linear and nonlinear approaches in
characterization can be beneficial. All steps further aim to give a more
fundamental understanding of the separation process.
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1.1

Analytical (Linear) Chromatography

Analytical chromatography comprises to analyze what kind of substance is present in a sample-mixture as well as to quantify how much
of each substance that are present, e.g. pharmaceuticals in blood samples, toxins in food, qualitative measurements of materials, etc. In this
field a vast number of different methods have been developed in order
to be able to complete a quantification or detection of substance in a
complex sample. The methods are often validated according to a subset of restrictions (both physical and by formal laws) that are difficult
to overcome. Physical restrictions involve the column used in the separation process, which can lead to a tedious work when replacing a
broken column, if it is no longer manufactured. Even columns still
manufactured but origin from different batches can be a problem during replacement.
If injected volumes and concentrations of analyzed substances are
very low, the separation system runs under linear condition, meaning
that a certain increases of the concentration of the solute in the mobile
phase (C) will give a proportional increase of the amount solute adsorbed onto the stationary phase (q).
When this measurement is done under constant temperature it is
called: adsorption isotherm and are explained further in section 2.2.1.
In Figure 1 can the slope (H) near the origin describe the relationship
between the two states of the solute (q as function of C), which also is
named: distribution coefficient at equilibrium. This relationship that
governs the retention time (tR) of the solute is according to:



dq
dq
 where
t R  t0 1  F
dC C 0 
dC


H

(1)

C 0

Where F is phase ratio (F = Va/V0 where Va is stationary phase volume
and V0 is the mobile phase volume), t0 is the holdup time. Under linear
conditions small changes in mobile phase concentration neither affects
the retention time nor the peak shape. Instead, differences between
peak shapes are an effect of different kinetic effects. Thermodynamic
properties of different interactions are almost impossible to retrieve
since the only output parameter are the retention time.
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Figure 1.Type-I adsorption isotherm: The concentration of adsorbed solute
(q) plotted as function of the concentration in the mobile phase (C). The
slope of the black dotted line is the Henry constant (H). The initial linear part
(black circle) often referred to as “analytical” and the later nonlinear later
part (dark grey nonlinear slope) as “preparative” in terms of categorizing the
research field.

1.2

Preparative (Nonlinear) Chromatography

Preparative chromatographic processes aims at retrieving the actual
substances via the separation. Larger amounts (volumes and/or concentrations) of different substances, mainly pharmaceutical compounds, are often the target for this separation process. This purification is often made in industry scale where different production modes
(steady state recycling (SSR) and simulated moving beds (SMB)) are
developed to maximize the output. As in all industrial processes there
is a need for optimization in order to decrease the cost of the process.
A brief explanation of the steps taken in order to optimize the entire
separation process is necessary to facilitate the understanding of the
reasons to do research in the field of nonlinear and preparative chromatography. The prerequisite for a global optimization of the industrial separation process is an objective function. The production cost of
the compound of interest is of course the most interesting object function, but due to lack of precise cost figures (in academia), the production rate [4] is often used instead. To reduce the possibility of low
recovery yield in the optimization the optimization is done simultaneously regarding recovery yield and production rate. To solve this optimization problem set of constrains (purity, maximum inlet pressure,
etc.) must be set/known.
10

Figure 2. Schematic presentation of the necessary steps needed to be taken
in order to perform an optimization of the objective function.

The first step is to determine the optimal parameters for practical stationary/mobile phase conditions e.g. the solubility of the solute, particle size, good separation factor, good saturation capacity, and a fairly
low cycle time in production systems. The characterization of the separation system includes: the equilibrium isotherms and the competitive
isotherm models (first arrow in Figure 2) for the participating solutes,
mass transfer kinetics, column efficiency, etc. These parameters are
then used in mathematical descriptions of the column which is called a
column model (second arrow in Figure 2) and are used to predict the
elution profile of the separation. There are a few models having their
pros and cons in terms of speed and accuracy based on different assumptions about the separation process in the column. Linear and nonlinear conditions (thermodynamic effects) and the assumptions regarding ideal and non-ideality (which states the effect of kinetic properties
of the separation system) call for different models and solvers for the
numerical solution. When separating smaller molecules with fast mass
transfer, a finite dispersion, and under nonlinear condition, the Equilibrium Dispersion (ED) mass balance equations are suitable presented
on the next page:
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i
 i

(2)

Da is the lumped dispersion coefficient, u is the flow, qi the stationary
phase concentration (which under nonlinear conditions is determined
the adsorption isotherm), t is the time, z is the length of the propagation in the stationary phase, and F is the phase ratio. To numerically
solve the partial differential equation of the ED model, a set of initial
conditions and boundary conditions (injection profiles) must be given
(Eq. 2 inside the parenthesis). Suitable numerical solvers for the ED
model has been investigated in [5] where both the Central Finite Difference Method (CDM) and the Orthogonal Collocation Finite Elements (OCFE) where compared to Rouchon Finite Difference (RFD)
[4]. The use of Rouchon algorithm (a fast and often used algorithm)
can be used when working with single component under high load,
good efficiency and with more than 3000 theoretical plates. The adsorption isotherm model must be capable of relating q to C, but the
model does however not have to be physical-chemical valid in terms
of describing the actual interactions. And if only high concentrations
are used in the separation, low concentration data can be discarded.
The second reason having a nonlinear focus in chromatography is the
need of a fundamental understanding of the separation process and the
thermodynamic properties of the physical-chemical interactions governing the adsorption-desorption process. Here an accurate (in terms
of relating to physical interactions) adsorption isotherm is of most
importance to be able to measure the actual interaction parameters in a
thermodynamic context. This is further going to be explained in section 2.
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2 Characterization of stationary phases
To be able to describe the separation process or estimate the separation between solutes one must know the separation system. One of the
major key holders to predict a successful separation is to characterize
the stationary phase, since in most cases the properties of both the
solute and the mobile phase is fairly known (pKa, molecular mass,
structure, solubility, pH, viscosity, etc.). To define the physicalchemical interactions of the stationary phase both material science
methods and chromatographic methods are used as characterization
methods.
The most common material science methods to measure physical parameters of the surface are: particle size, surface area, pore distribution, pore area, carbon content, ligand density, etc. These parameters
often give some insights about the surface, but only a limited insight
in how the stationary phase will affect the separation processes. First
of all, the surface of a porous silica sphere is not homogenous[6], also
containing a large number of pores with different depth and width
(difficult to determine). Secondly, the silica structure is not 100 %
pure, even if the modern manufacturing methods will give almost no
traces of metals in the particles, giving different chemical properties to
the surface silanols, both before and after modifications with C18.
Derivatization of the surface will give rise to even more heterogeneity
of the surface[7], especially if pre-treatment of the silica with ethyl
groups have been merged into or grafted on the silica structure to protect the silica from degrading when using pH above 9.
Chromatographic characterization methods on the other hand are more
suitable for an in depth characterization of the separation system and
the separation mechanisms for the actual separation system. Those
methods can further be divided into linear methods (Section 2.1), focusing on the screening of similar column properties able to distinguish between different columns under the same separation conditions, measuring the retention time of solutes. Nonlinear methods on
the other hand (Section 2.2) are based on the determination of adsorption isotherms to be able to determine all participating interaction
types over a large concentration range.
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2.1

Linear characterization

The analytical chemists often need direction in the selection of a substitute to their now discontinued favorite column. Linear characterizations methods aim at narrowing down the number of possible columns
with similar separation properties under linear conditions.
There are a couple of different methods available e.g. the “Tanakatest”[8], “Engelhardt” [9] and the Hydrophobic Subtraction Model
(HSM) [10]. The major advantage with the linear characterization is
of course the fast laboratory work and the straight forward interpretation of the results which it is intend to give. The disadvantages are the
lack of absolute values of the physical and chemical interactions, and
the very limited insights of the behavior of the separation system as
the concentrations and volumes of the injected solutes rises.
The linear methods are based on the measurement of the retention
time of a set of solutes. These solutes has different solute-stationary
phase interaction are defined by each method, described in the next
section.

2.1.1

Solute-column interactions

In order to bring some kind of systematic characterization of the vast
possible interaction between the solute and stationary phase, some
main types of interactions are defined. Here the HSM-method general
descriptors are presented (Figure 3), which are very similar to the
Tanaka method. In HSM, five stationary phase parameters are defined
to characterize the selectivity and the properties of a ODS stationary
phase[11]; hydrophobicity (H), steric selectivity (S*), hydrogen-bond
acidity (A) and hydrogen-bond basicity (B), and cation-exchange capacity (C).
 k 
   ' H   ' S*   ' A   ' B   ' C(2.8)
(3)
log
k
 EB 
The logarithm of the retention factor of a compound ( k ), relative to
ethylbenzene ( k EB ) and independent so-called column parameters (H,
S*, A, B and C) associated with the corresponding properties of the
solute molecule: Hydrophobicity (  ' ), bulkiness (  ' ), hydrogen-bond
basicity (  ' ), hydrogen-bond acidity (  ' ), and effective ionic charge (
 ' ).
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Figure 3. Description of the interaction between stationary phase and solute
(grey shape) in an ODS-column: hydrophobicity( ' H ), bulkiness(  ' S* ),
hydrogen-bond basicity (β´A), hydrogen-bond acidity (α´B), and effective
ionic charge(  ´C ) .(Reprinted from [10] with permission from Elsevier).

The coefficients of the solutes are relative to values for ethylbenzene,
the reference compound that has its solute coefficients set to zero. The
values of each column parameter (H, S*, A, B and C) are relative to a
hypothetical, average type-B (high purity silica) C18 column. Any column which behaves identically to this average column will have H
equal to 1, and all the other column parameters equal to zero. These
interaction parameters are visualized in Figure 3. So far has over five
hundred columns been characterized with this method. The database
containing all column data has become a suitable starting place for
statistical approaches on solute-stationary phase interactions based on
linear characterization parameters.

2.2

Nonlinear characterization

The formations of an elution profile in a separation system under nonlinear conditions are dependent of the adsorption isotherm and therefore the thermo dynamics of the separation system. The determination
of the adsorption isotherm for the selected solute-stationary phase adsorption system is a prerequisite to a more deep understanding of the
15

separate solute-stationary phase molecule interaction as compared to
the analysis by data only in the linear part of the adsorption isotherm
(i.e. area inside the black oval in Figure 1). Nonlinear characterization
methods are based on the determination of adsorption isotherms to be
able to determine all participating interaction types over a large concentration range. Acquiring the adsorption isotherm at different temperatures also makes it possible to gain information of the absolute
interaction energies for each type of interaction site. H in Eq. 1 is the
sum of all interaction sites individual contribution, which cannot be
resolved using linear methods.
In order to actually characterize the stationary phase with regards to
specific physical-chemical interactions, a simple and well defined system is desirable. In order to understand the complexity of a multi
component separation system one must know details about the single
component interaction with the stationary phase. This makes the adsorption isotherm model determination crucial in fundamental studies.

2.2.1.

Adsorption isotherms

An adsorption process is mostly described as equilibrium between an
adsorbed state and a free state. Under constant temperature, the relation between the adsorbed concentration on the surface (q) and the
concentration (C) of the solute in the mobile phase [12] is called an
adsorption isotherm. In Figure 4, different physical adsorption mechanisms of a single solute to the surface are shown. These different
mechanisms give rise to changes in the character of the adsorption
isotherm and are classified accordingly.
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Figure 4. Different adsorption isotherm types (I-V) with brief physical visualizations
of the adsorption mechanisms of a single solute onto the surface of a stationary
phase.

Some of these adsorption isotherms are usually not physically realistic
for a wide concentration range in HPLC, e.g. the continuous increasing fraction of solute in the stationary phase described of type-III and
type- II. More valid types are IV and V that becomes saturated at
higher concentrations i.e. reaches a maximum in stationary phase concentration (monolayer saturation capacity (qs)). Each adsorption isotherm type can be described with different adsorption isotherm models
depending of the separation system, e.g. what molecules participating
in the adsorption process, the topology of the surface. One of the most
known models is the Langmuir adsorption isotherm which in its simplest form defines a limited amount (qs) of identical interaction sites
(identical K) are presented in the Eq. 4 on the next page:
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qi

qs,i K i C

(4)
1  KiC
Eq.4 can describe the adsorption isotherm in Figure 4 top left when i =
1. For a type-I isotherm the Tóth model is also possible. Under linear
conditions in Eq. 1 (i = 1) the equilibrium constant can be described
with H= H i = qs,i Ki for the Langmuir adsorption isotherm model. The
Langmuir model can be further expanded to a number of different
adsorption sites (i) having equal association equilibrium constants (Ki)
with a finite monolayer saturation capacity for each interaction site
(qs,i). However, these individual values of qs,i and Ki, contributing to
H, cannot be retrieved with linear methods. As for i = 1, this assumes
that the adsorbed molecules does not affect surrounding sites and no
solute-solute interactions (both on the surface and between surface
and mobile phase) are possible. When molecules actually interact the
BET isotherm is suitable. This model is an expansion of the Langmuir
model describing formations of new layers on top of each other according to:
qs KC
q
(5)
1  bC (1  ( K  b)C )

K
K
it is a type-III isotherm, but if b 
a type-II. A type-II
2
2
adsorption isotherm (Figure 4) has an inflection point which will make
the operational line not uniform through the entire adsorption and desorption (Figure 5) when the injected plateau concentration (C) are
above the inflection point concentration. An operational line is the
description of the thermodynamic constraints governing the possible
shape of the elution profile.
When b 

Figure 5. The adsorption isotherm of type-II (dashed black line) containing a
inflection point (black cross), operational lines (solid grey) in the left figure.
Corresponding elution profile in the right figure. Changes in characteristics
of the operational lines are marked with a black circle.
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One model that is able to describe a type-V isotherm is the Moreau
model which has been used to describe the interaction of propranolol
on a Kromasil-C18 column [13]: It can be written as:

q  qs

KC  IK 2 C 2
1  2 KC  IK 2 C 2

(6)

Where I is the solute-solute interaction parameter for adjacent molecules adsorbed onto the stationary phase. Other adsorption isotherms
curvatures that are responsible for a complex nature of the elution profiles are previous investigated [14], having more than one inflection
point are type-IV. These models are often simplifications of the actual
process, but sometimes good enough to be used in other applications
e.g. predicting elution profiles in the optimization process. If fundamental knowledge about the physical-chemical processes in the adsorption system is of interest, models that relate to them are needed.
There are a variety of practical methods used to determine the adsorption isotherm of a separation system. Dynamic methods are methods
are often performed on a chromatic system and some of these will be
presented at the following sections. To find the “true” adsorption isotherm, obstacles will stand in the way. Low solubility of the solute,
changes in viscosity, altered buffer capacity in the sample liquid, and
saturated UV-detector response, all factors needed to be taken into
account when designing the experiments. Especially when wanting to
maximize the concentration range of the determined adsorption isotherm. When these problems are minimized, the next step is to select a
method that can be used to determine the adsorption isotherm. They
are all different in terms of practical application, amount of work,
amount of substance and solvents used, and finally precision. It also
depends on the actual system studied. The following two sections are
explanations of widely used methods.

2.2.2.

Frontal analysis, raw data determination

Frontal analysis (FA) is regarded as one of the most accurate methods
for determination of single component adsorption isotherms. FA is
often performed in a “staircase mode” in order to speed up the experimental time and reduce solvent and solutes use compared to “single
step mode” where only one injection are performed between each
19

equilibration with zero concentration [4]. The experiment is most easily performed on a binary pump system where one pump governs the
pure mobile phase whilst the other pump distributes the mobile phase
containing the solute in a concentration as near the maximum solubility as possible.

Figure 6. (top figure) overloaded single injections showing reduced retention
time of the shock fronts with increasing concentration. (bottom figure) Staircase-mode of the same system .(Reprinted from figure 2 [15] with permission from Jörgen Samuelsson)

2.2.3.

Methods of characteristic points, raw data
determination

These methods use the diffuse part of the elution profile to measure
the adsorption isotherm. The difference between the ECP (elution by
characteristic point) and the FACP (frontal analysis by characteristic
point) is that the FA origins from a “frontal analysis” injection, while
the E origins from an elution from an overloaded injection. Both
methods have proven fast and fairly reliable under some given conditions when investigating adsorption isotherms of type-I. The theory
which the ECP is based on, states infinite column efficiency and a
rectangular injection profile in order to produce an accurate adsorption
isotherm. The first assumption is of course not possible to eliminate in
real experiments, but at sufficient amount of plates N > 2000, when
using Langmuir as model, errors can be reduced to less than 3 % [16].
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If bi-Langmuir is the model representing the interaction a minimum
plate count is 5000 for error smaller than 5 %. The second assumption
regarding rectangular injection profile induces great errors, due to the
often large injection volumes that get a dispersed tail. This error can
however be reduced with an modified CUT-injection method [17].
The standard method to retrieve raw adsorption data is the integration
of the concentration from 0 to C according to:
C

q(C ) 

1
(VR (C )  Vinj  V0 )dC
Va 0

(7)

This equation is visualized in Figure 7 where three interaction steps
between 0 and different C provides data points in the corresponding
adsorption isotherm.

Figure 7. Left plot: Elution profile from an overloaded injection with dead
volume (V0) and injection volume (Vinj) and calculations of Eq.5 gives the
corresponding adsorption isotherm in the right plot.

However this approach will give rise to practical limitations, since
there is need for a continuous diffuse part for the whole concentration
range, leaving no room for small disturbances. There is also a difficulty trying to establish the “true” VR where the concentration of the diffuse rear part actually is zero. When modifying Eq. 1 using volume
instead of time and adding the injection volume Vinj, slope data using
the ECP-method can be acquired according to:

dq(C ) VR (C )  Vinj  V0

dC
Va

(8)
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The use of slope data instead of integrated raw concentration date also
opens up for determination of adsorption isotherms others than of
type-I. In order to evaluate if the most apposite adsorption isotherm
model has been chosen, the next sections comprise a set of additional
evaluation methods that can be used.

2.2.4.

Scatchard plots

Some of the main characters of different adsorption isotherms can be
visualized in a Scatchard plot, where the adsorption isotherm data q/C
is plotted against C. The different curvatures of the Scatchard plot in
Figure 8 can give useful indications of possible adsorption models and
number of interaction sites for the solute on the stationary phase. A
straight line indicates a one site model, and curved line indicates more
than one interaction site (heterogeneous models) e.g. bi-Langmuir and
Tóth (both type-I), while slopes containing maximum and minimum
are adsorption isotherms having inflection points (type-II and type-V)
in the Scatchard plots.

Figure 8. A set of adsorption isotherm models and their characteristic features in described Scatchard plots.

In addition to this, the slope of a Langmuir model is the corresponding
K-value and intersect with the q/C axis gives the qsK value. However
using slope data (dq/dC) in a Scatchard plot cannot be made without
first integrate the raw data.
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2.2.5.

Adsorption energy distribution (AED)

To further eliminate possible adsorption isotherm models the step calculating the Adsorption Energy Distribution (AED) is a powerful tool.
This method is capable of answer if the adsorption models are energetically heterogeneous or not. If the adsorption process have more
than one interaction site between the solute and the stationary phase,
this will be visualized in the AED plot (Figure 9). This relative parameter values on the local independent interaction sites with different
relative association equilibrium constant (K) and mono saturation capacity (qs)(Figure 9).

Figure 9. Adsorption energies (K) and mono saturation capacities (qs) for
two resolved energy sites, indicating a heterogeneous adsorption isotherm
model.

q(C ) 

K max

 f (ln K ) (C, K )d ln K

(9)

K min

f (ln K ) is the actual AED,  (C, K ) is the local adsorption isotherm

model (in this thesis Langmuir was used), and Kmax and Kmin are related to the inverse maximum and minimum concentration (C) of the
solute in the mobile phase for which the adsorption isotherm was determined. In this thesis I used a slightly larger concentration span
(0.1/Cmax to 10/Cmin) in order to facilitate the conversion to adsorption
sites in the proximity of the integration limits. The AED integral was
solved with an iterative algorithm (expectation-maximization method)
[18]. The AED is also capable of using raw adsorption isotherm data
as well as raw slope data[19]. These relative values can be compared
to the later determined values of K and qs from the next section.
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2.2.6.

Model prediction and fitting

Previous sections have described different methods to acquire adsorption isotherm data and also methods that gain additional knowledge of
some of the main characteristics of the measured raw adsorption data.
Only fitting the adsorption data point to a random model will not give
any interpretation of the actual interaction mechanism. Instead there
are some general steps that have to be taken in order to reduce the
number of possible adsorption isotherm models being valid for the
separation system characterized. The steps from previous sections can,
in following order act as a guide on how to reduce the probable model
candidates:

Figure 10. The route of determine the appropriate adsorption isotherm for
the separation process.

In step four (Figure 10) fitting the actual data from the raw isotherm to
the different adsorption isotherm models (e.g. Langmuir, bi-Langmuir,
etc.) are made. A vast number of initial parameter values and the Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm were used in this thesis. These initial
guesses were randomized all across the set of possible solutions in
order to eliminate a false global optimum (based on a local optimum)
for the set of parameters. This will lead to parameter estimation rather
than an adsorption isotherm fitting, since we already assumed suitable
models rather than “true” ones. As a test of the hypothesis that compared to other models, the selected adsorption isotherm model actually
are the one most suitable to describe the adsorption process in the col24

umn, a Fisher test is conducted (Eq. 10). The optimal parameters for
each suitable adsorption isotherm, previous found during the fitting
process, are compared to the experimental adsorption isotherm data.

Fisher 

(n  p)  (qi  q )
(n  1)  (qi  qfit )

(10)

Here
is the predicted stationary phase concentration of the selected
model and ̅ is the average stationary phase concentration value. is
the actual number of parameters that can be changed in the model and
n are the number of data points in the adsorption isotherm
( n  p2 )
F
( p2  p1 )

 (q

1

 q ) 2   ( q2  q )

 (q

2

 q)

2

2

(11)

A critical F-test was used in order to evaluate if there is a significant
difference between the Fisher parameters from two or more models. .
The residual sums of squares need to be normal distributed and if the
compared models contain nested variables the test is performed according to Eq. 11. A last act of sanity will of course be to check the
calculated parameters in the selected adsorption isotherm having a
rational meaning.
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3. Discussion of paper

The thesis is based upon three papers that further could be separates
into two parts. The first part (paper-I and paper-II) comprises an improvement of the accuracy and expansion of the applicability of the
ECP method. The purpose is to broaden its usefulness for the determination of different types of adsorption isotherms, which are used in the
determination of the thermodynamic properties of the adsorption processes.
The first paper [20] will evaluate the use of slope data (dq/dC) instead
of integrating concentration data. The use of slope data also makes it
possible to overcome the previous methodology disadvantage in determine when C = 0 and the need for a continuous diffuse part. The
evaluation was done with both synthetic and experimental data for
adsorption isotherms of type-I.
The second paper in the first part [21] is a further expansion in the use
of slope data, now giving a description how to design an experimental
setup that overcomes the previous limitations in the ECP-method,
where only adsorption isotherms of type-I was possible to determine.
Here adsorption isotherms containing inflection points will be determined and evaluated with synthetic data in a general way to give the
reader a background to do own developments.
In the last paper, a combined approach of both linear and nonlinear
characterization methods was used to give a more in depth view of the
adsorption mechanism. The use of different characterization methods
gave a more “stable” view of the actual adsorption process. Also the
chromatographic properties of the stationary phase could be followed
through the whole span of the pH used for a set of different solutes,
and in some extent be linked to the physical properties of the stationary phase (ligand density, silica matrix etc.). The use of some linear
and nonlinear characterization methods can give both analytical chromatographers and chromatographers in the preparative field a better
on beforehand view of what to expect from the stationary phase.
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3.1

Paper I

When determine the adsorption isotherm of a compound in a separation system. There are a number of possible methods that can be used,
all having their pros and cons. The swiftest method to determine an
adsorption isotherm lacking inflection point is the ECP-method, since
just one experiment can give data to a valid adsorption isotherm for a
large concentration range. The ECP-method has been used for several
years although it previously had some serious disadvantages, some of
them now solved (Section 2.2.3). Data points affected mostly by the
band broadening effects (the high and low concentration data points)
would ideally be excluded from the calculation[16], but this is however not possible since the method is based on the integration from C = 0
to C (Eq. 5) to achieve the raw adsorption data. Thus an error is induced. This paper uses Eq. 8 to retrieve instead of Eq. 7, modifying
the ECP-method into the ECP-slope, which seems to reduce the previous induced error.
In order to evaluate the ECP-slope method, two experimental ways to
obtain data where used. First a set of synthetically produced chromatograms having different adsorption isotherms was constructed.
Langmuir (model 1), bi-Langmuir (model 3), and bi-Langmuir with
larger differences in adsorption energy and monolayer capacity between the low and high capacity sites [22] (model 2), was used. The
selected adsorption isotherm models was experimentally verified with
the separation of the uncharged compound 3-phenyl-1-propanol (PP)
[22] (model 1), Metoprolol (ME) at low pH (model 2), and ME at high
pH on a ODS column (model 3).The used methodology to determine
and calculate a correct adsorption isotherm for a solute is a four step
routine (Section 2.2.6), except comparing the estimated parameters
with a critical F-test of the Fisher parameters when using simulated
data, due to the true values.
In Figure 11 the agreement between the two ECP-methods are good.
The deviation in bII is due to the integration of the data where a 50 µM
offset from C = 0 is present (slope data in the Scatchard plot). The
AED is bimodal as suspected for this two-site model and the adsorption isotherm parameters are well conserved in the solution. Generally
one could note that the AED converts faster using the slope data compared with the raw adsorption data, which is in line with previous
findings [23].
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Figure 11. Adsorption isotherm determined using classical ECP (left column) and the ECP-slope (right column) for Model 3. In (aI) the adsorption
isotherm is plotted, (aII) the raw slope data, (b) the Scatchard plots and (c)
the AED. Grey lines are true data while black lines are estimates of the adsorption data.

Fitting the data to the bi-Langmuir model resulted in a more accurate
parameter prediction using the raw slope data compared with the raw
adsorption isotherm data. In the experimental verification the pattern
from the synthetically produced data was inherited and similar parameter values where obtained for all models using both ECP and ECPslope methods (Table 1).

Table 1. Adsorption isotherm parameter values for different experimental
models using the ECP and ECP-slope methods.
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All together this article gave an insight in previous known problems
using the classical ECP-method to determine an adsorption isotherm
as well as the solution to some of those problems by using slope data:
The elimination of the need for a 0-concentration point, where noisy
data and lack of precision in exactness gave systematic errors, increased the precision. The use of slope data gave a faster converging
of the AED in these calculations. This investigation points out that the
ECP-slope method indeed is a useful tool, now matching the frontal
analysis in precision and also being capable of out maneuver other
methods in terms of speed and reduced labor.

3.2

Paper II

In this paper the previous study of the ECP method [20] is further investigated to include other adsorption isotherms than type-I [22]. The
expanding of the ECP-method capable of using slope-data, can be
used to determine adsorption isotherm types previously not regarded
as suitable for the ECP-method such as type-II and V contain inflection points (Figure 4). The reason for this is the lack of any continuous
diffuse part of the overloaded elution profile, making the integration
of Eq. 7 impossible. For these types of adsorption isotherms the paper
will give a general rule of thumb on how to select the two injection
concentrations in order to maximize the raw adsorption isotherm data.
This rule of thumbs could also be expanded to isotherms containing
more than one inflection point following the same methodology.
In this paper the BET isotherm[24] is acting as a type-II isotherm,
while the Moreau model will give us a isotherm behaving according to
a type-V isotherm. Both models where tested using simulations of
overloaded injections as a base for further calculations of the adsorption isotherm and comparisons to the true values. These calculations
were based on elution profiles originate from a 1 mL injection of 8.04
g/L and a 20 g/L injection on a concentration plateau of 8.04 g/L
which are presented as grey lines in Figure 13.There is an inflection
point at a certain concentration (Cinf) in a type-II adsorption isotherm
(Figure 4) where the sign of the slope changes, which actually is the
breakpoint. In the first injection where the feed concentration has the
concentration of (Cinf), a front chock will be generated according to
the gray operational line and a diffuser rear suitable for ECP-slope
calculations (bottom gray line in Figure 13 (a)). Using Cinf as plateau
concentration in a second, and final, injection is needed to acquire
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data of almost the entire adsorption isotherm (Figure 13 (b)).This second injection, will generate a diffuse front and a chock rear, where
the front is suitable for calculations using Eq. 7 (top gray line in Figure 13 (a)).

Figure 13. The elution profiles for an adsorption isotherm of type-II for two
injections with different concentration (gray solid lines in (a)) and the overlaid perturbation peaks (black line). The circles are marking the retention
time of the perturbation peaks. (b) The slope of the adsorption isotherm.
True (grey line) and estimated (black line).

We could in this study demonstrate that CUT-injections [17] where
not necessary in determine type-III adsorption isotherm if only a plateau was reached. This was anticipated since the slope of the elution
profile is in the front, and therefore not affected by the dilution at the
rear of the injection plug. Due to the lost Vinj-component the accuracy
is still intact when altering Eq.7 to fit the adsorption isotherm calculations from the front of the elution profile. There is however still need
for the CUT-injection when calculation the adsorption isotherm from
the diffuser rear part of an elution profile.
For both the type-II and V test isotherm the ECP-slope method could
be limited to two experiments, where the second plateau concentration
is the same as the inflection point concentration. This will give an adsorption isotherm as complete as possible over the investigated concentration range when calculating a front or a rear part from each elu30

tion profile. There is still a need to evaluate the dependence of the
efficiency needed to be able to do an accurate determination with the
ECP-slope method. The expanded ECP-slope method is now capable
of determining previously not possible types of adsorption isotherms
containing inflections points. The gain of using the method will be
obvious in terms of reducing labor work and increasing the accuracy
of the calculated adsorption isotherm model parameters.

3.3

Paper III

Different characterization methods for stationary phases can give
slightly diverse information about the separation process. Depending
on field (analytical/preparative) of chromatography, unique main priorities govern the final goal with the characterization. Those priorities
make other fields left non-investigated and may lead to assumptions
not valid in all situations (e.g. higher concentrations, pH, etc.). The
scope of this paper is to investigate different characterization data in a
broader view to examine what knowledge gap that can be filled by
using a set of characterization methods rather than one specific.
This paper use hybrid phases (Kromasil-Eternity and the Gemini-NX),
capable of conducting separations over a wide pH range (1-12) of the
mobile phase as model phases along with a traditional RPLC column
(Kromasil-C18). Kromasil-Eternity has grafted ethyl groups into the
matrix, constructing a gradient of ethyl groups into the bulk (Figure
14) which is the identical bulk matrix as for Kromasil-C18. The Gemini-NX surface is generated by incorporating a hybrid layer of silica
and ethylene groups onto the bulk matrix.

Figure 14. Grafting of ethyl groups into the bulk silica matrix, creating an
interfacial gradient which gives a more pH stable surface in the Kromasil31

Eternity stationary phase compared to the standard column KromasilC18.(Model adapted from Eka Chemicals AB, Bohus, Sweden)

The experimental setup to evaluate the columns/stationary phases include two linear characterization methods used by manufacturer, companies and scientists, the Tanaka method[8] and the hydrophobic subtraction method(HSM) [10]. In addition to these more widely known
methods, a linear investigation [22], was tested at nine different
values on the mobile phase. The linear investigation was built up from
a set of chemical probes containing a neutral substance (3-phenyl-1propanol (PP)), an amine (metoprolol (ME)) and two quaternary
amines; berberine chloride and benzyltriethylammonium chloride
(BTEAC)). The nonlinear characterization was performed with large
(3.5 ml) overloaded injections of all substances (except Berberine)
from the linear investigation method. The ECP method (Section 2.2.3)
was used to acquire data for adsorption isotherm calculations using a
stepwise method to pick the most physical valid adsorption isotherm
model [22].
When characterizing the adsorption processes for hydrophobic substances, the first thing to conclude was that the hydrophobicity on all
columns was constant when altering
between 4 and 12 (Figure
15 (a)). The step vise nonlinear investigation method (Section 2.2.6)
indicates that a non-altered Langmuir model is a good model to describe the adsorption isotherm. The small differences between the columns equilibrium constant (K) and the monolayer capacity value (qs)
are indicating that the columns are quite similar.
The relative difference in the retention of a neutral solute (PP) was
preserved between the columns in all methods The values of the hydrophobic parameters of the HSM and Tanaka methods correlates well
to material parameters (carbon content and ligand density) and the
fitted parameters of the Langmuir isotherm. All methods indicate a
main single interaction type, with more similarities between KromasilEternity and Gemini-NX than between Kromasil-C18 and the other
two phases.
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Figure 15. Retention factors at different pH for (a) PP, (b) ME, (c) Berberine, and (d) BTEAC. (circles: Kromasil, squares: Gemini-NX, diamonds:
Eternity and line showing the fitting to pKa-calculations (Eq. 12))

A positively charged substance and the charge of the stationary phase
could be visualized via the increase in retention time for the constantly
positive charged solutes Berberine and BTEAC (Figure 15 (b) and
(d)). The HSM and Tanaka methods measuring the cat ion exchange at
two different pH, below 3 and above 7. This parameter gave no or
contradictive indication of the changes in the stationary phase for the
tested phases. That may not be that odd since according to the increasing pH test, an increasing pH induces almost no increase in retention
below
fast.

pH 8. After

pH 9 the retention time for cat ions increases

An attempt to quantify the amount of free silanols on the stationary
phase and compare the columns by using the retention factor of quaternary amines that could be expressed as a sum of all pH independent
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interactions and a sum of all pH dependent cation-exchange interactions [26]. After some assumptions and simplifications (that are not
ignorable), still usable for comparisons between the phases, the retention factor influence from cation-exchange (kex) can be formulated as:
(
(

)
)

,

(12)

where kex,max is the maximum retention factor contribution from the
ion-exchange part, pKapp is the apparent pKa of the silanols and qs,max
is the capacity when all silanols are charged and F is the phase ratio.
The estimated pKapp for berberine was 10.7 (r2 = 0.987) on Eternity,
10.0 (r2 = 0.955) on Gemini NX and 9.88 (r2 = 0.994) on KromasilC18, indicating less acid silanols for the hybrid phases compared to the
classic type-B silica phase. This is in consistent with previous results
in [25].
To gain a better insight about the qualitative properties of the ionexchange contribution, the adsorption isotherms (Section 2.2.6) for
BTEAC were determined at pH 3.9 and at pH 11.4. This indicates
a two site model (e.g. bi-Langmuir model) with large energy difference between the adsorption sites. The AED also showed that the
greatest differences between the stationary phases where found in the
monolayer capacity for the high energy site (qs,2) in which Gemini-NX
had the lowest value. The increasing pH linear method pointed at the
same direction as the nonlinear adsorption isotherms at higher pH. If
more pH had been tested, the relative increase in qs and K of the individual sites could been determined.
Adsorption processes regarding a basic substance altering in charge
with a changing pH is a challenging task to interpret. Metoprolol (ME)
is a beta blocker and the monoprotic basic probe which was used. The
lines in Figure 15 (b) are the estimated pKa value for ME in 50 %
(v/v) methanol/buffer is: 9.43 (r2 = 0.998) on Gemini-NX, 9.29 (r2 =
0.999) on Kromasil-Eternity, and 9.22 (r2 = 0.997) on Kromasil-C18.
The result indicates a lesser degree of active silanol sites in GeminiNX. The nonlinear findings for ME at pH 3 is described with a biLangmuir model with a large difference in adsorption energy and satu-
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ration capacity between the adsorption sites, but at pH 11 the biLangmuir model has decreased in difference between high and low
energy interaction sites compared to pH 3. This reduction of differences is slightly larger for the Gemini-NX leading to a bit more compact elution zones compared to Kromasil-Eternity (Figure 16 and Figure 17).

Figure 16. Overloaded elusion profiles of ME on Kromasil-Eternity (top)
and Gemini-NX (Bottom) at pH 11.

Figure 17. Overloaded elusion profiles of ME on Kromasil-Eternity (top)
and Gemini-NX (Bottom) at pH 3.
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The Tanaka and HSM linear methods are good guides to users drawing conclusions about the hydrophobicity and cation-interactions of
different stationary phases at low pH, facilitating the selection of columns. However on rather “similar” columns (as the one in this paper)
the linear methods do not have the experimental resolution to produce
clear and distinguishable differences between the columns descriptors
other than hydrophobicity. More different stationary phases and greater number of them would maybe make it possible to distinguish and
compare interactions with nonlinear methods more thorough. Instead
the data acquired from these methods can be used to strengthen results
from other measurements.
The nonlinear characterization gave detailed information about the
interaction parameters of solute-stationary phase interaction, but in
this case the stationary phases where to few to draw absolute answers
out of them. Often are nonlinear methods limited to a restricted set of
solutes due to lack of purity of compounds, low solubility and complex adsorption isotherms that are hard to relate to physical interactions. The use of more than one method always gives an increase in
understanding and a better security in interpreting the results, but
gaining a synergetic effect (increasing the knowledge beyond each
method) of using many characterization methods seems in this stage
not possible.
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4. Concluding remarks and further prospects

If you are a carpenter, are you interested in if a hammer can be used as
a putter in golf? Probably not, but as a designer of hammers you might
gain from the knowledge how you can expand the usage of hammers
with a smaller modification (golf putter?).
In many scientists view chromatography is still a black box (at least
grey) with reference to the absolute knowledge of the actual mechanism that governs the molecular interactions in the column and thus
the retention of solutes. The initial analogy maybe can justify the mass
of chromatographer’s view of using the separation system as a tool,
not often caring about the fundamentals. But with deeper understandings about the separation process, the system (and the user) often gets
more effective. Here, the stationary phase manufacturer may have a
lot to gain if a good understanding of the stationary phase can increase
the number of applications for each main product and thus increasing
the market. As for any tool: all possible areas of usage are seldom
fully understood, neither fully investigated.
But when using the statement: Good enough, you can come quit far by
defining the main purposes regarding characterization and selecting
methods and optimize them according to these purposes. In this thesis
the conclusion regarding characterization is quite straight forward. To
obtain a “full knowledge” regarding stationary phases all possible
characterization methods must be taken into account, regardless of
what field in chromatography the main work is conducted in. There
are also needs to correlate the methods for adsorption isotherm determination to fundamental thermodynamic descriptions which then can
give conditions to when the calculations are valid.
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